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 Edition No 88                                                           March 2016 
 
 Number  Application Description 
 

 8801 Sales /  Update Account / Location Map  
  Purchase If select to update an account from the landing page the system didn’t 

always activate the Location Map or Route Map options on the ribbon. 
 
 8802  Reprint Period Documents 
   If use the period saved document reprint options was possible to get an 

error. 
 
 8803  Allocation Before Posting / Account Details  
   If posting payments direct in the ledger and allowing allocation before 

posting then on second and subsequent entries the system kept the display 
of the account name from the first entry. 

 
 8804 Nominal Financial Summary Design  
  Ledger When editing Financial Summaries if right-click a data item and select Data 

Item Properties and then Options the system reported an access violation. 
 
 8805 Stock View Stock Record / Ledger Enquiry Actions 
  Control If view stock record on screen and use the Sales Orders link to list the order 

details if then used the ORDER action to transfer to the Order Enquiry 
system could report an error. 

 
 8806 Payroll Landing Page Links to Ledger Enquiry  
   If using the employee database record number as the employee number 

and configured the Ledger Enquiry as one of the ‘auto’ panel actions the 
system still prompted for the employee number when selected. 

 
 8807  Landing Page Links II  
   If using the unique employee code the system still included the employee 

record number as the first column meaning that ‘auto’ panel actions were 
not actioned. 
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 8808 Job  Landing Page with Contract / Operation Split  
  Costing If Job Costing configured to use split Contract and Operation jobs then 

when selecting auto-run actions the system didn’t update the split 
correctly. 

 
 8809 Order Replicate Orders 
  Processing If Batch Tracking System Profiles set to allow pre-allocation of batch 

details but the data items not referenced within the Database Profiles for 
Sales or Purchase Order Processing then, if replicate an order, the system 
could omit the replication of selected detail items incorrectly.  Version 6 
also updated for this. 

 
 8810  Order Header Table Items  
   If using table items on the Order Header entry screens then, after use of 

instant print documents, it was possible to get an exception error on 
return to the detail entry screens. 

 
 8811  Order Processing Landing Page / Salesperson Filters  
   If salesperson filters in use the system didn’t restrict the entries displayed 

on the Order Processing Landing Pages to the matching salesperson 
analysis code. 

 
 8812 Bill of Change Build Quantity on Order Header 
  Materials If system not set to allow pre-allocation of batches during order entry the 

system allows you to update the build quantity on the Works Order 
Header and recalculate the details accordingly.  If order was an ‘F’ status 
the system offered to update the details but didn’t update.  Version 6 also 
updated for this. 

 
 8813  F-Status and Update of Stock 
   The system didn’t update stock reserved on works order creation but did 

update during order amendments.  Now will update reserved where 
appropriate.  Version 6 also updated for this. 

 
 8814 Batch Import Transactions 
  Updates The speed of transaction imports with the display of progress bar was 

slower on 2016 than V6.  
 
 8815 General Ledger Enquiry Filters with Location Stock 
   If set filters to hide records on Stock then if use the <F7-Option> key to 

show all records the system didn’t apply the previously selected location 
but showed records for all locations.  Version 6 also updated for this. 

   
 8816  Databases on Desktop 
   Where database  does not have a prime index database the system 

prompted for record number in pop-up form with its own ribbon.  Now 
have smaller pop-up for the record number alone.  System will also now 
allow the inclusion of the record number as input item on screen which 
will suppress the additional pop-up. 
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 8817 General Calling Batch Files from Main Menu 
   If add a call to a batch file on the main menu then system didn’t recognise 

this action and displayed an invalid action message. 
 
 8818  Setup Actions  
   The ‘Setup’ actions via the main ribbon icon were available for all users 

when should have been restricted to ‘Installer’ users. 
 
 8819  Landing Page—Ledger Enquiry Actions  
   If configure calls to two Ledger Enquiry Applications on the landing page 

then the system actioned the same enquiry for both. 
 
 8820  Main Menu—Direct Action Calls  
   If main menu configured to call an action directly rather than a menu 

action then, after first use, the system defaulted to that action and 
couldn’t reselect without first choosing another action. 

 
 8821  Document Design—Image Display  
   If images set to use ‘image dpi’ then the display could be distorted when 

amending documents depending on the screen resolution. 
 
 8822  Menu Design—Calling Alt+B Actions  
   Databases on Desktop can be configured to call up to forty different 

screens but is possible to restrict entries to selected users or leave gaps in 
the list.  When accessing via a direct call on the menu in 2016 the system 
tried to access the nth entry in the users list rather than the general list. 

 
 8823 Database Application Menu Design  
  Systems If have a call to the Application Menu Design within the standard Datafile 

menu structure then the system loaded the Desktop Design options 
incorrectly. 

 
 8824  Database Restructure 
   If the system detects potential invalid data item names when a Datafile 

database is mirrored to SQL the message displayed has been re-worded 
to indicate that “Some Item Names May Be Invalid for SQL.  If you have 
any issues created the SQL Table for this Database then please print the 
Database Definition to Review”.  Version 6 also updated for this. 

 
 8825 ProFiler Ledger Enquiry Links to Extra Applications 
   If configured an extra application as a ProFiler database then, in use, F8-

Zoom, could report an error .  Version 6 also updated for this.   

 
 
 
 


